Abstract-The complexities of fatigue have drawn much attention from researchers across various disciplines. Shortterm fatigue may cause safety issue while driving; thus, dynamic systems were designed to track driver fatigue. Longterm fatigue could lead to chronic syndromes, and eventually affect individuals physical and psychological health. Traditional methodologies of evaluating fatigue not only require sophisticated equipment but also consume enormous time. In this paper, we attempt to develop a novel and efficient method to predict individual's fatigue rate by scrutinizing human facial cues. Our goal is to predict fatigue rate based on a selfie. To associate the fatigue rate with user behaviors, we have collected nearly 1-million timeline posts from 10,480 users on Instagram. We first detect all the faces and identify their demographics using automatic algorithms. Next, we investigate the fatigue distribution by weekday over different age, gender, and ethnic groups. This work represents a promising way to assess sleepdeprived fatigue, and our study provides a viable and efficient computational framework for user fatigue modeling in largescale via social media.
I. INTRODUCTION
In modern societies, with growing pressures from life and work, fatigue becomes a common condition or even symptom for many people. Even if fatigue might be caused by illnesses, more of the population experience fatigue corresponding to situational factors or lifestyle such as sleep deprivation, depression, and anxiety [1] . According to [1] , long duration fatigue is usually caused by chronic illnesses, or psychiatric disorders. This kind of fatigue symptom is classified as pathological, and it may bring significant impairments to individuals personal well-being. Another common type of fatigue is non-pathological, which is caused by short-term sleep deprivation, heavy labor, or flu-like illnesses. None-pathological fatigue is self-inflicted and has short duration, but its cause is comparatively less identifiable. Many researchers have been studying the etiology and classification of fatigue, as well as systematically assessing fatigue [2] . However, those assessments are based on selfreport or self-rating, which requires patient participation. This restricts the scale of study, and may also potentially carry biases. In our study, we concentrate on addressing sleep-deprived fatigue (which we call fatigue in the rest of the paper) by leveraging the state-of-the-art deep neural networks, and large-scale diverse data from social media. We believe analyzing social media posts and pictures offers the potential to provide a method for massive screening for individuals at risk for a range of poor health conditions. Instagram has been used to pick up signals when individuals use language that could be related to risky behaviors [3] . Tracking pictures can work in the same way to detect risks and allow for early intervention. Therefore, we are particularly interested in:
• finding a new method to predict fatigue effectively and efficiently; and • applying this new method to analyze the fatigue of a massive number of users on the social media.
With respect to our first goal, a research paper has quantitatively associated fatigue rate with human facial cues [4] . According to [4] , fatigue is heavily correlated with eight facial cues, including hanging eyelids, red eyes, dark circles under eyes, pale skin, droopy corner mouth, swollen eyes, glazed eyes, and wrinkles/lines around eyes. Figure 1 , which is reprinted from [4] , shows the correlations between the perceived fatigue rate and those facial cues. The rate from 0 to 100 indicates the degree of the facial cue from not at all to very.
Based on the correlation coefficients given in Figure 1 , we have constructed a combined estimator (explained in section 2.4) to measure the overall fatigue rate. We train a statistical model (explained in section 2) to predict the overall fatigue rate. With this model, given any selfie, we can predict the perceived fatigue rate within milliseconds.
We apply our prediction method on all faces obtained from 10,480 Instagram users. For each face detected from use timelines, we first utilize the Face++ API to 1) infer its age, gender, race and facial landmarks; 2) identify users faces in his/her timeline via face recognition; and 3) use the facial landmarks to locate the interest areas that can indicate the facial cues on the face. These interest areas are sent to our models to produce the overall fatigue rate.
We then analyze the fatigue rate at the user-level in terms of age, gender, race, and posting time.
Specifically, our main contributions include: Figure 1 : Relationships between fatigue rates and the eight facial cues rates, reprinted from [4] . The first eight charts demonstrate that sleep-deprived fatigue correlates with the eight facial cues, whereas the last two charts show that sleepdeprived fatigue does not correlate with Rash/eczema and Tense lips.
• We develop a new method to predict fatigue rate for a given face (e.g., selfie on social media).
• We apply our methodology at a large scale to study the population fatigue using selfies from social media, and discover the trends of sleep-deprived fatigue among different demographical groups.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work builds upon previous research on sleep condition, fatigue studies, and computer vision. [4] have found that the sleep-deprived fatigue rate is correlated with eight facial cues, and our study is based on the assumption that sleep-deprived fatigue is indeed mainly reflected by those eight facial cues, and the fatigue rate can somehow imply sleep conditions. In terms of computer vision research, our work is related to face detection [5] , gender, race and age identification [6] , facial landmarks location [7] , and face grouping [8] .
III. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
The main steps of the model construction are as follows: 1) Collect a training set of high-quality facial images 2) Have raters who possess prior clinical research experiences to rate the eight facial cues for each training face 3) Extract the feature descriptors from the training face 4) Train models with those feature descriptors and the facial cue rates.
Briefly, for each given face, we need to check eight facial cues that are highly correlated with fatigue, as Figure  1 shows. To compute the fatigue rate in accordance with the linear regression estimators given by Figure 1 , the rate for each facial cue is also necessary. Therefore, we have collaborated with the Clinical and Social Psychology Department at the University, which provides the ratings of the eight facial cues for each training face. Next, we extract the areas of interest from each training face, transform them into feature descriptor, and train a model to predict overall fatigue rate.
A. Training Data Collection
An ideal training dataset would be a dataset that contains enough unique faces, some of which appear more fatigue than others, and some of which do not look fatigue at all. Moreover, for each unique face in the dataset, a few more facial images of that same face are also needed as references for the rating process (explained in section 2.2). Considering the expectations above, we chose the COLORFERET database as our training dataset. The COL-ORFERET database 1 is sponsored by the Facial Recognition Figure 2 : Examples of the training faces, note that the primary to-be-rated facial images are in the first column, while others are the reference images. Empirically, the training face in the second row appears most fatigue, while the faces in row one and row three appear less fatigue.
Technology (FERET) program of NIST 2 , with around 1000 unique faces in the entire database. For each face, more than five high quality facial imageries are provided. We have picked 964 faces out of the database as our training dataset. To show that our training dataset contains both fatigue and non-fatigue faces, we present several training face examples below in Figure 2 .
For facial detection and analysis tasks, we choose to employ the state-of-the-art face engine named Face++, which is an open-access face engine that provides services such as face detection, face recognition, demographical inference, and facial landmarks localization. The system is built with a CNN structure similar to the ImageNet structure as discussed in [9] , where five convolutional layers with max-pooling are connected with two fully connected layers and a softmax layer on top of them [10] . Since the performance of Face++is reliable, we use it throughout our study.
We use Face++ API to analyze the demographics of our training faces. Table I shows the distribution of age, gender, and race in the training dataset. While one may suspect that temporary, fatigue-induced wrinkles could make the classifier label people as older than they are, we consider this a minor effect because 1) permanent wrinkles are more salient and thus more informative to the classifiers, and 2) all faces are processed in the same manner by Face++, which has been trained on a massive number of faces.
B. Training Data Rating
For each training face, there are eight facial cues, namely, hanging eyelids, red eyes, dark circles, pale skin, droopy Figure 3: Normalized overall fatigue rate distribution among the training faces.
corner mouth, swollen eyes, and wrinkles around eyes, to rate. With the purpose of making the rating as accurate and objective as possible, we have invited three experts with prior clinical research experiences to help us rate the training faces. All three raters have received an inter-judge agreement that describes the details about which area to scrutinize while rating a facial cue.
Integers from 0 to 4 were used to indicate the rate of each facial cue, and 0 means not at all whereas 4 means very. In addition, we apply three techniques to keep the rating even more objective.
First, we ask each of the three raters to rate eight facial cues for all 964 training faces, and the final rating for a facial cue of a face is calculated as the average of the ratings given by the three raters.
Second, sometimes the rater may be influenced by the previous facial image while rating the current one. Such influence could be significant if the display order is the same for all three raters. Therefore, we randomize the display order of the training faces for each rater to minimize such influence. Third, while displaying a face, the actual to-berated facial image is displayed, along with four or more images of the same face as references. Given the average rate for each facial cue, we compute the overall fatigue rate for each training face through Equation 1 . The following Figure 3 shows the overall fatigue rate distribution among the training faces.
C. Feature Extraction for Facial Images
Six areas of interest are used to identify the eight facial cues of any given face. Left and right eye areas are examined Figure 4 : The feature extraction process, given a facial image, the feature extraction process will output four feature descriptors. to identify hanging eyelids, red eyes, swollen eyes, glazed eyes, and wrinkles/lines around eyes. The left and right eye bottom areas identify dark circle under eyes. The cheek area is for pale skin, and finally the mouth area is for droopy corner mouth. We apply a deep neural network, VGG16 [11] with weights pre-trained on ImageNet, as our feature extractor.
For each training face, we first call the Face++ API to obtain the facial landmarks of that face. We then crop the areas of interest from the original facial image accordingly. Subsequently, VGG16 will extract a feature descriptor for each resized cropped image. Note that for eye-related areas of interest, we concatenate the feature descriptors of the left and right eyes as a single feature descriptor, which we will call it eye feature descriptor; and we create the eye bottom feature descriptor in the same fashion. Figure 4 illustrates the entire feature extraction process.
D. Model Training and Prediction
For each training face, after obtaining four feature descriptors, we concatenate them into one feature vector.
Then, We fit our data by an ensemble of regression leaner. we train the ensemble learners with the feature vector and the ground truth overall fatigue rates.
We perform Bayesian Optimization [12] to optimize the hyper-parameters of our models. The optimization aims to locate the combination of 1) ensemble-aggregation method, 2) number of ensemble learning cycles, 3) learning rate for shrinkage, and 4) minimal number of leaf node observations that produces the least 5-fold cross validated RMSE. The following Table II shows the best hyper-parameters for the ensemble learners found within 100 iterations, along with the RMSE rates.
Our final model produces a 0.28 10-fold cross validated SMAPE 3 on the overall fatigue rates. We locate the coordinates of each linear regression estimator (black dot line) in the charts given by Figure 1 to derive its mathematical expression. Since the ranges for the fatigue rate and each facial cue rate are equivalent, we therefore can derive a combined linear regression estimator to compute the overall fatigue rate by averaging those eight models as y = 0.037x 1 + 0.03x 2 + 0.041x 3 
IV. SOCIAL MEDIA SELFIE ANALYSIS
In this section, we present how we apply our method to the faces collected from social media. We first describe how the user selfies are obtained, followed by how the faces within those selfies are used for fatigue prediction.
A. Selfie Collection 1) Collection: There are nine keywords that people frequently tag when they are posting selfies on social media. They are "#selfie", "#me", "#happy", "#fun", "#smile", "#nomakeup", "#friend","#family", "#fashion", and "#sum-mer". We use those tags to search the photo posts on Instagram. For each post, we are able to acquire a uid (user Id), and such uid can be utilized to backtrack the uid owners timeline posts. Since we need enough samples from each user, timeline with less than 20 posts will be discarded. We collected nearly 10,480 users and 1-million posts from their timelines.
2) Low Quality Selfie Filtering: Since the accuracy of our prediction depends on facial cues, the resolution of the selfie images and the quality of the face matter. In order to analyze faces of high quality only, we filter our collection of selfie images by considering three criteria: 1) Face eye and glass status, 2) blurriness of the image, and 3) face quality for facial recognition. For the first one, eye feature is one of our most important feature. Therefore, we need to make sure that we only assess faces with eyes open, and wearing no glasses. For any given face, there are five possible eye statuses, they are Face++ face detector will assess the confidence score for each status, we treat the one with the highest score as the eye status.
Face++s facial extensive landmark localization technology [13] is able to extract 83 points from a face, and each eye is described by 10 points. Thus, eye status can be identified easily by comparing the location of these points. Besides, Face++ detects eyewear using the methodology described in [14] . Figure 5 below demonstrates two examples for landmark localization and eyewear detection.
We only keep the face whose eye status is no glasses eye open for both left and right eyes. In terms of the remaining two factors, for any selfie, the detection result from Face++ includes two attributes: blur and face quality. The blur has two values, one is a floating-point number with 3 decimal places between 0 to 100, which represents the blurriness of the image; and another is the threshold that indicates whether the blur has affected face recognition. In the same vein, face quality indicates how suitable the image quality of face is, for face comparison. We only keep the face whose blur value is lower than the threshold and face quality value is higher than the threshold.
Those three criteria together help us select the faces which are most qualified for our study. After the fine-grained filtering, we obtain 9502 unique users, and 119,379 faces from their timeline posts.
B. Selfie Processing and Prediction
Even though those photo posts are tagged with the keywords mentioned in section IV-A, they still may contain zero number of face. Therefore, for any given photo post, our first step is face detection. Posts without faces were simply neglected.
Moreover, it is possible that photos in a users timeline contain not only his/her own faces, but also the faces of his/her friends, family members, and even strangers. Therefore, in a selfie, we consider the face with largest bounding box as the users face, based on the assumption Figure 6 : Procedure of timeline face detection, user identification, and overall fatigue rate prediction. that this face is closest to the camera; and thus, most likely to be the user. In addition, we also double confirm the face we are looking at belongs to the user by matching the gender and race throughout the user timeline. The following Figure  6 illustrates this process.
Among those high-quality faces, we identify 83039 user faces. We predict the overall fatigue rate for each of those user face, and then we group those faces by the timestamp component: weekday. More specifically, for each user, we put his/her faces posted on the same weekday into one set. The overall fatigue rate for user in weekday is computed as the average. Thus, for each weekday, we only include the same user once.
V. EMPIRICAL TESTING
The traditional way to conduct empirical testing on the effectiveness of our model could consume enormous time and labor, and it is not feasible to contact the users we collected from Instagram. Thus, we propose to validate our model by comparing the overall rates of faces from posts tagged with sleep-deprived related keywords, and good-sleep related keywords. We collect around 600 images for each group, and to reduce the sample biases, tags we included are: #insomnia, #nosleep, #sleepdepreviation, #goodsleep, #freshmorning, and #tightsleep. The images tagged with those keywords contain noise, so we manually remove the pictures without any face. We then apply the same procedure to filter faces, detect faces, and predict overall fatigue rates. The following Figure 7 shows the bar chart of the mean overall fatigue rate from these two groups.
We further apply 2-sample t-test to compare the mean values between these two groups. The result rejects the null hypothesis that there is no difference between two-group means with a p-value of 0.0129; and the mean difference is between 1.050 to 8.433 with 95% confidence level.
VI. MAIN RESULTS
The general demographic distributions of collected Instagram users are summarized in Table III, Table IV, and Table  V . We analyze the overall fatigue rate on different weekdays among different age, gender, and ethnic groups. Figure 8 shows a typical users average overall fatigue rate on seven weekdays.
In the following subsections, we study the overall fatigue rates for different age, gender, and race groups in different weekdays in greater detail. Note that in our work, we always take age into consideration, because we think overall fatigue rates are more comparable within the same age group as users in the same age group tend to have relatively more similar life styles. We first show the overall fatigue rate trends on 7 weekdays among age groups; then, we add the gender and race into our analysis, respectively. We also report the statistical significance tests on multiple means comparison on each subsection.
A. Age
In this subsection, we examine the overall fatigue rate over 7 age groups on different weekdays. Since we only have 10 samples in the 70-80 age groups, we exclude this group from analysis. We report our results in Figure 9 . The results of statistical significance test suggest that people in the age group 10-20 tends to possess a higher overall fatigue rate on Tuesdays than on Fridays, and the difference in the mean overall fatigue rate is between 1.54 to 3.02 with 95% confidence (p-value =0.0329). For the age group 30-40, people have a higher rate on Sundays than that on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and the differences are between 0.51 to 0.99, and 0.62 to 1.12, respectively (pvalues=0.04, 0.0042). Also, for this age group, the rate on Saturdays is higher than that on Wednesdays by a value between 0.61 to 1.11 (p-value=0.0075).
B. Gender Figure 10 shows the overall fatigue rates over two genders among age groups.
We found that in age group 30-40, the overall fatigue rate of males is higher than that of females, and the difference is between 0.43 to 0.61 with 95% confidence (p-value=0.00). The 40-50 age group shares the same trend, the mean rate of males is 0.62 to 0.86 higher than that of the females (p-value=0.00). Figure 12 takes the weekdays into consideration, and we found that on Fridays, males possess a higher 
C. Race
In this subsection, we investigate the overall fatigue rate trends on different weekdays over race groups. Figure 12 shows the overall fatigue rates of different races among age groups.
We report the results of statistical significance test on race over different age groups in Table VI . Figure 13 takes the weekday into consideration. However, within the same age group, no statistical significant differences of mean overall fatigue rate are discovered among the racial groups.
VII. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
Our work is built on the assumptions that the sleepdeprived fatigue can indicate ones sleep condition, and that sleep-deprived fatigue is associated the eight facial cues. However, it is possible that the fatigue appearance is caused by some other diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis [15] or a day of extremely heavy labor. Note that the use of social media selfies as the sensory data partially mitigates the above Figure 12 : Overall fatigue rate trends over different age groups and races. The yellow, blue and orange represent Asian, African American, and Caucasian, respectively Figure 13 : Overall fatigue rate trends on different weekdays over different age groups and races.
factors because people in those conditions are very unlikely to post selfies. In addition, some people may naturally appear more fatigue than others thus using fatigue to imply their sleep conditions could be biased. Therefore, in the future, we plan to develop more robust techniques to establish the face appearance baseline reference for a given individual before inferring his/her sleep condition. In addition, the overall fatigue rates of individuals who wear make-up can be underestimated. That is why we included #nomakeup as one of our keywords while retrieving selfies on social media. In addition, the resolution of the image, and the clearness of the face may also affect the prediction; however, we minimize this effect by refining our collection of social media selfies using three criteria described in section IV-A2 In addition, our empirical testing assumes that faces from Instagram posts tagged with sleep-deprived keywords indeed represent sleep-deprived individuals; but, this may not always be true. Our future work includes conducting empirical testing with human subjects beyond the social media. Lastly, due to the restriction in accessing the original data in [4] , Equation 1 is solely derived by averaging those eight linear estimators presented in Figure 1 , which may lead to small inaccurate measurement of the impact each facial cue constitutes for the overall fatigue rate. Nonetheless, we believe the trends and distributions in our study will remain consistent and valid, especially given a significantly large number of face images is analyzed. During our prediction phase (explained in Section III-D), the overall fatigue rate given by the combined estimator tends to be relatively low. This is because we have found out that in the training data rating step (explained in Section III-B), the rates of facial cues from the three raters tend to be conservatively low, causing the overall fatigue rate to be low in the end. In the future work, we can correct such conservative ratings by giving more references and thus more confidence to the raters. Our current research primarily focuses on studying the fatigue rate with respect to demographical information. In the future, we may consider ways to identify the occupations of the face owners to investigate the distribution over different occupations. A recent study [16] has proposed a way to identify if a Twitter user is a college student or not. This method may help us unveil more interesting fatigue patterns of the student population. Moreover, we are also interested in identifying the geo-location of the users such that we can examine the fatigue distribution over different geographical areas. With these extensions, we may be able to verify that indeed people who live in regions where work and life environments are more intense and competitive, such as San Francisco and New York City, tend to appear more fatigue.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have developed a new method to gauge a faces overall fatigue rate. This leads to a data-driven methodology to include a massive number of users on social media to obtain the fatigue distributions with respect to age, gender, and race in conjunction of time component. Moreover, the proposed approach is an example of using social networks for user behavior modeling, which could be further extended to risky behavior modeling. Some of our findings are beyond those reported in the literature, e.g., those related to the interplays of age, gender and race, pointing to the potential to discover factors that the empirical studies have overlooked. Our work is in the same vein as [3] [17] [18] , and such social mediadriven methods are expected to find more successes in computational sociology and psychology.
